
Endpoints Available via API

Near real-time access to finished intelligence & uniquely sourced data

FLASHPOINT API

The Flashpoint API empowers experienced and entry-level users alike with the context they need to make 

better decisions about risk, including cybercrime, fraudulent activities, physical, and cyber threats.

Our API grants access to our intelligence reports, technical data, and uniquely sourced conversations 

from illicit threat actor communities, enabling users to enrich and enhance internal data with our 

targeted data acquired from highly curated sources.

Finished Intelligence:  Access to analytical reports 

produced by our intelligence analysts. Reports cover 

a wide spectrum of illicit underground activity, 

including crimeware, fraud, emerging malware, 

violent extremism, and physical threats.

INTELLIGENCE REPORTS

Forums:  Access to signal-rich discussions from illicit 

threat actor communities. Supplement internal data 

with targeted data from highly curated sources.

Chat Services: Access to around-the-clock

conversations within threat-actor channels to monitor

and gain insights across threat-actor communities.

Paste Sites: Enables access to openly shared research, 

data leaks, and other plain-text files frequently used by 
both anonymous sources and threat actors to

share malicious activity, providing a broader view into 

open web data.

Blogs: Provides a broader view into open web data

by providing online sources of news and information 

related to threat actors and collectives, allowing users 

to monitor activity in malicious communities more 

comprehensively, as well as risks impacting the 

organization or brand.

4chan & 8chan: Provides access to the anonymous 

4chan and 8chan message boards, enabling users to 

monitor malicious content and discussions ranging 

from hacktivism to physical threats.

Social News Aggregation & Discussion Sites: 

Collections from social news aggregation and 

discussion websites leveraged by both open and deep 

& dark web communities where illicit actors discuss 

malicious activity, including malware developments, 

cyber threats, and physical threats. 

COMMUNITIES

Technical Indicators: Enables users access to 

indicators of compromise (IOCs) and technical data 

across Flashpoint datasets and those included in 

Finished Intelligence Reports, allowing for seamless 

integration into users’ workflows and automated 
tools.

Risk Intelligence Observables (RIOs): Flashpoint 

leverages its unique access to underground 

communities to collect and deliver a near real-time 

stream of cyber observables that can identify illicit 

activity from inside forums and file-sharing 
communities focused on cybercrime, hacking, fraud, 

and extremism/terrorism. These high-fidelity 
observables include IP address, location (city / 

country), hosting provider, timestamp, and 

user-agent string.

CVE: Access to the latest CVEs within Flashpoint 

collection, including access to MITRE and NVD data, 

as well as CVEs discussed by threat actors as 

observed by Flashpoint Intelligence Analysts.

TECHNICAL DATA

SHOPS

Card Shops: Collection of stolen credit card data 

found in illicit high-end credit card shops, 

compromised from a variety of operations - including 

dumps from Point-of-Sale (POS) compromises, or 

credit cards from Card Not Present transactions. 

Users are provided credit card data including BIN 

numbers and various card details including country 

location and expiration dates.

Account Shops: Customers can identify their 

organization's compromised accounts found for sale 

in illicit account shops, further providing an ability to 

reduce the risk of employees or customers' login 

details being used in credential stuffing attacks.



ABOUT FLASHPOINT

Flashpoint delivers converged intelligence and risk solutions to private and public sector organizations worldwide. As the global 

leader in Business Risk Intelligence (BRI), Flashpoint provides meaningful intelligence to assist organizations in combating threats 

and adversaries. Through sophisticated technology, advanced data collections, and human-powered analysis, Flashpoint is the only 

intelligence firm that can help multiple teams across an organization bolster cybersecurity, confront fraud, detect insider threats, 

enhance corporate and physical security, improve executive protection, address third-party risk, and support due diligence efforts.

For more information, visit www.flashpoint-intel.com or follow us on Twitter at @FlashpointIntel.

Our partners work with us to provide unmatched visibility into threats, empowering users with the context they need to make better 

decisions about risks posed by cybercrime, fraud, corporate and physical, and cyber threats. The Flashpoint API delivers immediate 

benefit to our partners to create custom integrations for their platforms and enrich analysis for their customers.

Strategic Partners

KEY FEATURES BENEFITS

Flashpoint API grants the ability to search across 

our intelligence reports, technical data, and 

conversations derived from illicit online 

communities.

Highly Curated Data Sets

Flashpoint API offers near real-time access to 
existing datasets through a RESTful API in JSON and 

HTML.

Supported Data Formats

Flashpoint API grants the ability to search across 

Finished Intelligence, RIOs, Technical Indicators, 

and Forums.

Easy Integrations

Near real-time access to Flashpoint data and 

intelligence 

Seamless access to technical data to further help 

mitigate risk to your organization, and identify 

malicious internal activity

Intuitive, easy-to-use developer tools powered by 

OpenAPI

RESTful access to expansive historic illicit online 

community data archive

Flexible filtering and search operators with 
extraction in industry-preferred JSON format

Access to targeted data acquired by Flashpoint 

intelligence analysts

FINISHED INTELLIGENCE FORUMS RIOS TECHNICAL INDICATORS


